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In both humans and animals, the hippocampus is critical to memory
across modalities of information (e.g., spatial and nonspatial memory) and plays a critical role in the organization and flexible
expression of memories. Recent studies have advanced our understanding of cellular basis of hippocampal function, showing that
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors in area CA1 are required in
both the spatial and nonspatial domains of learning. Here we
examined whether CA1 NMDA receptors are specifically required
for the acquisition and flexible expression of nonspatial memory.
Mice lacking CA1 NMDA receptors were impaired in solving a
transverse patterning problem that required the simultaneous
acquisition of three overlapping odor discriminations, and their
impairment was related to an abnormal strategy by which they
failed to adequately sample and compare the critical odor stimuli.
By contrast, they performed normally, and used normal stimulus
sampling strategies, in the concurrent learning of three nonoverlapping concurrent odor discriminations. These results suggest that
CA1 NMDA receptors play a crucial role in the encoding and flexible
expression of stimulus relations in nonspatial memory.

I

n humans, it is widely accepted that structures within the
hippocampus (i.e., CA1-CA3, dentate gyrus, and subiculum)
play a critical and selective role in declarative memory. This kind
of memory involves creating functional neural networks that
mediate our ability to express memory ‘‘flexibly,’’ that is, to use
information in ambiguous and novel situations (1). Recent
studies on humans have shown that the hippocampus proper
(CA1-CA2 and CA3) is critical to declarative memory. Indeed,
damage largely limited to this region (2), and even that restricted
to area CA1 (3), results in a significant declarative memory
deficit. The scope of this hippocampus-dependant memory is
‘‘global’’ in that it includes all sensory modalities and extends to
both spatial and nonspatial information (4).
Animal models of amnesia can provide further insights into
the nature of the memory dependent on the hippocampus, the
specific roles of particular hippocampal areas, and the critical
physiological mechanisms within the hippocampus. There is
abundant evidence that damage to the hippocampus in animals
results in an impairment in a particular type of spatial learning
and memory (5–7). Damage to the hippocampus produces
impairments in spatial learning when the task requires the
subject to acquire memory for spatial relations among salient
environmental cues (6–8). By contrast, animals with hippocampal damage succeed in learning a consistent trajectory toward a
spatial scene (8) and carrying out tasks that involve learning
habitual responses that lead to particular locations in space (7,
9). Likewise, recent evidence has suggested that the hippocampus also plays a critical and selective role in nonspatial learning
and memory (10). Rats with hippocampal disconnection can
form memories for even very complex single stimuli, but they fail
in learning relationships among multiple cues (11, 12). Furthermore, damage restricted to hippocampal subfields results in the
same selective impairment in nonspatial memory (13).
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.041620798

Recently, much attention has focused on the cellular and
molecular processes that underlie hippocampal memory. Nmethyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-dependent synaptic plasticity has
been implicated in the cellular regulation of memory formation
within hippocampal circuitry. Pharmacological blockade of
NMDA receptors in the hippocampus prevents long-term potentiation, a mechanism suggested to be involved in memory
storage, and results in spatial memory impairments (14). Selective deletion of the gene encoding NMDA receptors in area CA1
of the hippocampus is sufficient to cause a severe impairment in
the animal’s ability to learn spatial tasks relying on distal cues,
whereas it does not affect the learning of a task that can be
carried out by a single proximal cue (15). In addition, two recent
studies have shown that the learning impairment in mice lacking
CA1 NMDA receptors extends to the domain of nonspatial
learning and memory (16, 17). However, the behavioral protocols used in these studies did not directly assess the capacity for
the acquisition and flexible expression of nonspatial memory.
Using mice with the same selective receptor deletion (15), we
assessed the role of CA1 NMDA receptors in two nonspatial,
odor-guided learning tasks: transverse patterning and concurrent discrimination. These tasks involved similar stimulus materials and behavioral protocols but differed in their demands for
formation and flexible expression of memory: indeed, only the
transverse patterning task requires the acquisition of three
overlapping odor discrimination. Our results show that CA1
NMDA knockout mice use abnormal stimulus sampling strategies, and consequently show an abnormal pattern of learning, in
the transverse patterning task. By contrast, their stimulus sampling strategies and learning are fully normal in the concurrent
discrimination task.
Materials and Methods
Experimental Subjects. We used mice in which the gene for the

NR1 subunit of the NMDA receptor was deleted selectively in
the CA1 pyramidal cells; the generation of these knockout mice
is detailed elsewhere (15). CA1-NR1 knockout mice (n ⫽ 11)
were heterozygous for the viral Cre recombinase gene and
homozygous for the floxed NR1 gene. The control group was
composed of male littermates of three genotypes: homozygous
for the floxed NR1 gene (n ⫽ 10), heterozygous for Cre (n ⫽ 4),
and wild type (n ⫽ 4). In situ hybridization experiments showed
that after 3 months of age, the recombination extends beyond the
CA1 area (Akira Kato, personal communication). We analyzed
mice from 6 to 9 weeks old. Mice were food-deprived to maintain
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85% of initial body weight throughout testing. All of the
behavioral analyses were performed blind to the genotype of the
mice, which was determined after these tests. All experiments
were performed in compliance with the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology animal committee.
Apparatus. All tests were conducted in a standard (30 ⫻ 19 cm)
clear Plexiglas cage. During all training phases two opaque
plastic cups were located at one end of the cage, about 3 cm
apart. During the transverse patterning and the concurrent
discrimination tasks, cups were filled with sterilized playground
sand. The odor stimuli were common spices mixed at 0.1%
concentration by weight in sand. Spices used were: A ⫽ pepper,
B ⫽ paprika, C ⫽ ginger, D ⫽ coriander, E ⫽ onion, and F ⫽
kelp. Cups were baited with small (about 15 mg) pieces of
chocolate.
Shaping. Before transverse patterning training, mice were trained

to dig in sand-filled cups to obtain rewards. On day 1, each mouse
was placed in a cage and a single baited cup was presented at one
end of the cage. Rewards were dispersed throughout the sand,
and some were visible from the surface. The mouse was allowed
a maximum of 1 h to retrieve all of the rewards. This procedure
was repeated three times. On day 2 the mouse was presented with
one cup containing several hidden rewards. On days 3 and 4 the
mouse was presented with two cups, only one of which was baited
with a hidden reward, for three trials. On each trial the animal
was given 10 min to retrieve the reward; if it did not dig, a reward
was placed on top of the baited cup. On day 5, the procedure was
the same as on day 4, and two scents were introduced. These
scents (fennel and turmeric) were different from the ones used
during the transverse patterning and the concurrent discrimination tasks. If a mouse did not consistently dig by the end of
shaping, it was excluded from the study.

Behavioral Testing. The transverse patterning and the concurrent
discrimination tasks. Two days after the final shaping, testing on

transverse patterning began. In this test subjects concurrently
solved three overlapping discrimination problems each of which
involved a different pairing of stimuli from a set of three (A, B,
and C): stimulus A was rewarded when presented with stimulus
B (A⫹B⫺); B was rewarded when presented with C (B⫹C⫺);
and C was rewarded when presented with A (C⫹A⫺). The mice
were given nine trials per day for 5 consecutive days. Inter-trial
interval included the time for an animal to perform the task and
the time to fill the cups with fresh scented sand; it ranged
between 10 and 15 min in both transverse patterning and
concurrent discrimination tasks. On the first day the animal was
presented with the odor pairs in an orderly series—AB, then BC,
then CA. This order was repeated three times with the location
of the baited cup selected according to a pseudorandom schedule. The amount of time spent sniffing over each odor cup, the
number of stimulus samplings at each cup, and the first cup in
which animals dug into were recorded for each trial. Mice were
allowed to make a correct choice on each trial even if they had
already made an error. Animals were given a maximum of 10 min
to make the first choice and were removed once a correct choice
was made. If no choice was made within 10 min a reward was
placed on the top of the correct cup and the mouse was allowed
to retrieve it. The same protocol was used on the next 4 days,
except that the odor pairs were presented in a pseudorandom
order. After 2 days of rest, mice were trained on the concurrent
discrimination problem. The protocol was identical, except the
odors pairs were changed to A⫹B⫺, C⫹D⫺, E⫹F⫺, presented
in pseudorandom order, for 5 days of testing.
The motivation task. The test was conducted in a standard
(30 ⫻ 19 cm) clear Plexiglas cage. Two opaque plastic cups were
located at one end of the cage, about 3 cm apart. Both cups were,
3544 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.041620798

Fig. 1. Percent of subjects reaching the performance criterion (eight of nine
correct choices) on each training session in (A) transverse patterning and (B)
concurrent discrimination. *, 2; P ⬍ 0.001.

respectively, filled with chocolate and cinnamon cereals mixed
with 30% cocoa or 10% cinnamon. Mice spent 2 h in the cage.
The total number of cups visited was recorded through a video
monitor. The amount of food eaten was assessed for each mouse
after the completion of the experiment by comparing the weight
of each cup before and after the 2-h session.
The activity chamber task. We used a computer-controlled
system (DIGIPRO software; AccuScan Instruments, Columbus,
OH). Each animal was placed in a clear Plexiglas cage (42 ⫻ 42
cm). Motor activity was monitored via a grid of invisible infrared
light beams. The DIGIPRO software allowed the analyzer to
collect the beam status information from the activity monitor,
and all analyses were directly fed into the computer. The motor
activity parameters (i.e., time moving, time resting, distance run,
and stereotypy number) thereafter were analyzed with a statistical software (STATVIEW 4.01).
Results
CA1-NR1 Mice Are Abnormal in Solving the Transverse Patterning
Task. A characterization of cognitive processes in learning is

optimally accomplished by using behavioral protocols in which
performance can be mediated by multiple, dissociable strategies.
Transverse patterning is one of several tests of nonspatial
memory that can be solved by multiple strategies that differ in
how stimulus relations are encoded (1, 12). This problem
involving three different pairs of stimuli (A⫹B⫺, B⫹C⫺, and
C⫹A⫺) could be partially solved by adopting a specific response
for two of the individual stimulus elements (the elemental
strategy). For example, subjects could learn to always choose A
and never choose C. This would be expected to lead to accurate
performance on two of the problems (A⫹B⫺ and B⫹C⫺), but
especially poor (less than chance) performance on the third
problem (C⫹A⫺ in this case) because the reward associations of
Rondi-Reig et al.

which the stimulus pairs were presented in random order, more
than 60% of the control mice reached the behavioral criterion of
eight of nine (89%) correct responses, and on the third session
all of the controls reached the criterion. By contrast, CA1-NR1
mice showed an overall impairment in reaching the criterion
(2 ⫽ 20.397, df ⫽ 4, P ⫽ 0.0004). They were severely impaired
in the early training sessions, such that fewer than 20% of the
mutants reached the criterion on session 2 (2 ⫽ 40.333, df ⫽ 1,
P ⬍ 0.0001). In addition, whereas the majority of the CA1-NR1
mice eventually were successful in reaching the performance
criterion, they remained significantly impaired on session 3
(2 ⫽ 39.521, df ⫽ 1, P ⬍ 0.0001) and session 5 (2 ⫽ 15.724,
df ⫽ 1, P ⬍ 0.0001).
To better understand the nature of the initially severe impairment and later partial success in transverse patterning, we
examined the course of learning on each of the three odor pairs
over successive training sessions (Fig. 2). Choice accuracy was
assessed separately for the pair in which each animal had the
least accurate performance (worst pair), for the pair in which
performance was intermediate (middle pair), and for the pair in
which performance was the most accurate (best pair) (12).
Performance of control and CA1-NR1 mice differed across the
five training sessions [F(1,28) ⫽ 11.01; P ⬍ 0.0003]. Control mice
performed above chance on all three pairs throughout test
sessions beyond the initial training day (Fig. 2D). Even at their
worst, control mice succeeded in reaching above-chance performance on the second day of training (post hoc analysis, P ⬍
0.0003; Fig. 2 A). CA1-NR1 mice performed as well as control
mice on their best and middle pairs (P ⬎ 0.05). In contrast to
control mice, CA1-NR1 mice performed poorly on their worst
pair early in training (P ⬍ 0.0005). During the first day of
training, CA1-NR1 mice performed at chance for the worst pair
(P ⬎ 0.05), as did control mice. However, in the second training
session, whereas control mice performed significantly above
chance level, CA1-NR1 mice performed even less well than

Fig. 2. Mean percent correct responses on each training session for odor pairs associated with worst (A and D), middle (B and E), and best (C and F) accurate
performance. (A–C) The transverse patterning problem. (D–F) The concurrent discrimination problem. *, Significantly different from chance; ANOVA; P ⬍ 0.05.
**, Significantly different from both chance level and the score for CA1-NR1 mice; ANOVA; P ⬍ 0.001.
Rondi-Reig et al.
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this problem are contrary to the acquired responses for both A
and C. Alternatively, fully successful performance could be
achieved by encoding each stimulus pairing as a unique configuration and adopting a particular response for each configuration (the configural strategy; ref. 18). Thus, subjects can learn to
approach A when the configural cue AB is presented, to
approach B when BC is presented, and to approach C when CA
is presented. Yet another solution is to memorize each of the
stimuli in terms of its relationship to the others in the set, in a
‘‘circular’’ organization of stimulus relations: A is to be selected
over B, which is to be selected over C, which is to be selected over
A (the relational strategy). The latter two strategies may be
distinguished by examination of the subjects’ stimulus sampling
behavior. Thus, recognition of the configural cue presented on
each pairing might be expected to require minimal sampling of
each stimulus, whereas judging the relationships between stimulus elements might be expected to involve repetitive sampling
and comparisons between the cues. We expected that normal
subjects would have all three strategies available, but that
subjects with compromised hippocampal function may not be
able to adopt the relational strategy to learn the task. Additional
clues about strategies available to the subjects can be obtained
by comparing both performance and stimulus sampling behavior
in transverse patterning to those in concurrent discrimination
problems that put no demands on the memory of stimulus
configurations or relationships. Without such a demand one
might expect fully intact performance and normal stimulus
sampling behavior even in subjects with compromised hippocampal function.
For training in transverse patterning and concurrent discrimination, we examined both the pattern of acquisition and the
nature of stimulus sampling in mice in which the NMDA
receptor in area CA1 had been deleted (CA1-NR1 mice) and in
control mice. Control mice very rapidly solved the transverse
patterning problem (Fig. 1A). Even on day 2, the first day in

Fig. 3. Distribution of the number of odor cups visited per trial combined across all sessions of (A) transverse patterning and (C) concurrent discrimination, and
the mean number of odor cups visited on individual training sessions in (B) transverse patterning and (D) concurrent discrimination. *, ANOVA, P ⬍ 0.007.

expected by chance (post hoc analysis, P ⬍ 0.05). Subsequently,
the response accuracy of CA1-NR1 mice improved such that it
did not differ significantly from that of control mice on the fourth
and fifth sessions (post hoc analysis, P ⬎ 0.05).
In addition, we examined the behavior of animals in sampling
the two odor stimuli that were presented in separated cups. This
was done by two independent observers. An interrater reliability
of 98% was found for the measurement. Control mice repeatedly
interleaved brief (⬍1 s) sniffing bouts at each odor cup with
longer bouts of general exploration throughout the test chamber.
Although the number of visits to the two odor cups varied widely
in controls, the modal number of visits was six (three per cup)
before a choice response (Fig. 3A). CA1-NR1 mice exhibited the
same general behavioral pattern, composed of brief stimulus
sampling bouts interleaved with general exploration. However,
their modal number of visits was three (1.5 per cup), only half
that of controls (F ⫽ 71.065, P ⬍ 0.0001; Fig. 3A). The pattern
of diminished stimulus sampling in CA1-NR1 mice was apparent
throughout training, even when most of the animals eventually
reached the performance criterion; they had fewer bouts of
stimulus sampling than control mice across all sessions (P ⫽
0.007 to P ⫽ 0.0004; Fig. 3B).
CA1-NR1 Mice Are Normal in Solving the Concurrent Discrimination
Task. All animals were tested further on a concurrent odor

discrimination task that also involved three odor pairs, but
without any overlapping stimuli among the pairs. Concurrent
discrimination has the same format of odor presentations, and a
larger number of presented odors, but puts no demand on
learning stimulus configurations or relations among the full set
of odor cues.
Animals were trained for five sessions, each of which involved
a set of three nonoverlapping odor pairs (A⫹B⫺, C⫹D⫺,
E⫹F⫺). Animals should be able to acquire this set of discrim3546 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.041620798

inations by learning to approach or avoid each odor element
(e.g., approach A, avoid B, etc.; elemental strategy), or by
adopting a particular response selection for each of the three
stimulus-pair configurations (if AB then choose A, etc.; configural strategy). Because the odor pairs presented in this problem
have no overlap, this task minimizes any demand on comparing
the odors among the set of pairs. Accordingly, spared learning
of the concurrent discrimination would strongly indicate that
CA1-NR1 mutants are not impaired in odor discrimination
learning in a general way.
Control and CA1-NR1 mice readily succeeded at the concurrent odor discrimination task (Fig. 1B). On day 2 more than 60%
of both control and CA1-NR1 mice reached the criterion of eight
of nine trials correct, and on day 5 approximately 80% of the
subjects in both groups reached the criterion; there was no
significant difference in the number of subjects per group
reaching criterion in any session (2, P ⬎ 0.05). In addition, both
CA1-NR1 and control mice rapidly achieved above-chance
performance on all three pairs (ANOVA, P ⬍ 0.0005; Fig. 2
Lower), and there were no significant group differences in
performance [F(1,28); P ⬎ 0.05].
Correspondingly, the stimulus sampling strategies were similar
in the two groups. The controls showed a striking decrease in the
numbers of odor cups sampled, compared with those in the
transverse patterning task, reducing them to a modal number of
two (one visit per cup) on the concurrent discrimination task
(compare Fig. 3 A and C; t test, t ⫽ 9.498, P ⬍ 0.0001). Mutant
mice also sampled slightly fewer odor cups than they had in the
transverse patterning task, reducing the modal number of visits
to two (one per cup) as compared with three in the transverse
patterning task, although this difference was not statistically
reliable (t test, t ⫽ ⫺0.34, P ⬎ 0.05). The distribution of number
of odor cup visits did not statistically differ between control and
CA1-NR1 mice (ANOVA, P ⬎ 0.05; Fig. 3C), nor did the mean
Rondi-Reig et al.

Mice
Mutant (n ⫽ 15)
Control (n ⫽ 14)

Number of visits

Amount of food eaten, g

196 ⫾ 20
202 ⫾ 30

0.39 ⫾ 0.04
0.44 ⫾ 0.03

Mice were food-deprived and placed 2 h in a cage with two cups full of
food (chocolate and cinnamon cereals). The number of cups visited and the
amount of food eaten are indicated above. No difference (ANOVA, P ⬎ 0.05)
was observed between mutant and controls.

number of visits to odor cups differ statistically over the training
sessions (ANOVA, P ⬎ 0.05; Fig. 3D).
CA1-NR1 Mice Are Normal in the Motivation to Ease Hunger and in
General Motor Activity. The reduction in the number of cups visits

observed in CA1-NR1 mice could arise from a general deficit
such as a decrease in activity or diminished motivation to ease
hunger. To test the motivation to eat, food-deprived mice were
placed in a cage with two cups full of food (chocolate and
cinnamon cereals). The motivation of the mice to go to the cups
was assessed by analyzing the number of cups visited. The
amount of food eaten was an indication of how hungry the mice
were. No learning was necessary in this task; animals had only
to go to the cups and to eat whenever they were hungry. Mutant
mice visited the cups as many times and ate as much as control
mice did (Table 1). No difference was observed between mutant
and control mice (ANOVA, P ⬎ 0.05).
Motor activity was monitored by using the activity chamber
task. The time mice were moving or resting, the total distance
run, and the number of times the animal broke the same beam
repeatedly as a measure of stereotypy (for example, grooming,
head bobbing) were automatically quantified. CA1-NR1 mice
presented the same pattern of activity as controls (Table 2).
These results demonstrate that CA1-NR1 mice have no deficit in
motivation to ease hunger or motor activity.
Discussion
The performance and sampling behavior displayed by the CA1NR1 KO mice (mutants) and the control mice in the transverse
patterning task provide clues about the distinct natures of
memory acquired by the two types of mice. Furthermore, the
role (or lack of it) of NMDA receptors in the CA1 pyramidal
cells in each type of memory can be assessed.
Control mice typically sampled each odor three or more times
before making a choice and improved the performance quickly
on all three pairs of odors. As the training advanced, control
mice continued to sample each odor back and forth repeatedly,
suggesting that they compared and contrasted the individual
odors throughout training. This strategy, and the associated
high-frequency success in the performance on all three stimulus
pairs, suggests that they were learning the relationship of the
entire set of stimuli and the association of the reward with the
particular stimulus in the context of stimulus pairing. In contrast
to the control mice, CA1-NR1 mutant mice typically sampled
each odor only once or twice throughout the training. On the two
Table 2. General motor activity
Mice
Mutant (n ⫽ 9)
Control (n ⫽ 8)

Total
distance, cm

Moving
time, sec

Resting
time, sec

Stereotypy
number

131 ⫾ 9
128 ⫾ 7

207 ⫾ 31
183 ⫾ 24

393 ⫾ 31
417 ⫾ 25

81 ⫾ 7
87 ⫾ 4

Mice were put 10 min in a square cage (42 ⫻ 42 cm) and the time they were
moving, resting, the total distance run, and the number of stereotypy were
quantified (DIGIPRO software; AccuScan Instruments). No difference was observed between mutants and controls (ANOVA, P ⬎ 0.05).
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of three pairs of odors (best pair and intermediate pair) the
mutant mice improved their performance as fast as the control
mice. However, on the third pair of odors (worst pair), the
mutant mice performed much more poorly than the control mice
during the first half of the entire training period (days 2 and 3).
Particularly revealing was the observation that during this period
the mutants performed significantly worse than the level that
would have been expected from a random choice. These observations, combined with the low numbers of cup visits, strongly
suggest that the mutants adopted an elemental strategy in which
they associated a particular odor with the reward (e.g., A⫹) or
a particular odor with no reward (e.g., C⫺) and acted with no
consideration to the specific odor pair. This strategy demands
less time and labor but will permit a correct choice only in two
(i.e., best pair and intermediate pair) of the three pair. Indeed,
87% of errors made by the mutants on the worst pair trials in day
2 accompanied the trials where the animals sampled only one
cup and immediately selected that odor or the alternative in the
other cup. This finding suggests that the animals were simply in
search of a particular odor to take or avoid, independent of the
odor in the other cup.
There can be several possibilities as to why the NMDA
receptor knockout in the CA1 area might have led to the lack of
adoption of the sample-comparing strategy. Because the samplecomparing strategy requires on average more time and labor one
must consider the possibility that reduced motivation or reduced
general motor activity may have prevented mutants to adopt this
strategy. However, the results shown in Tables 1 and 2 suggest
that the mutants are as motivated and as active as the control
mice. Another possibility that mutants are impaired generally in
olfactory perception or adoption of the cup-digging response is
also unlikely because these animals performed perfectly well on
the best and intermediate trials. Furthermore, the mutant mice
performed as well as the control animals on the olfaction-based
concurrent discrimination task (see Figs. 1B and 2).
Given that the mutants are not impaired in motivation, general
activity, olfactory perception, or specific responses, the most
likely reason they did not adopt the sample-comparing, highnumber visit strategy is that they are impaired in acquiring the
memory of the complex relationships among the odors and the
reward. This type of memory is an effective means by which the
transverse patterning problem would be solved and the one that
seems to be used by control mice. The possibility that the central
nervous system directly encodes the ability to adopt the multivisit strategy per se is unlikely. Even more unlikely is the
possibility that NMDA receptors in the CA1 area of the hippocampus are responsible for such hypothetical ability. Thus, the
most likely interpretation of our observations are as follows.
Control animals adopt the sample-comparing strategy because
they are capable of acquiring the memory of the stimulus-reward
associations where the relations among the three stimuli are
circular (relational memory). The relational memory gives the
animal the highest rate of success. The mutant mice are incapable of acquiring this type of memory because of the knockout
of CA1 NR1 and therefore there is no incentive to adopt the
more time- and labor-consuming stimuli-comparing strategy.
They initially (day 2 and part of day 3) resort to the elemental
strategy that gives them a partial solution: successes in best and
intermediate trials but failures in worst trials. But, as the mutants
undergo more trials, they seem to realize the usefulness of the
third strategy, the configural strategy (18), that gives them a
higher rate of success and switch to this strategy as the training
advances from day 3 to day 4 to day 5. It is important to note that
this improvement in performance does not reflect a slower
acquisition of relational memory. This analysis is suggested
strongly by the observation that the numbers of cups visited by
CA1-NR1 mice remained low in the advanced stage of the
training (see Fig. 3B).
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Table 1. Motivation to ease the hunger

Such an interpretation of our results is in agreement with the
fact that the type of memory underlying either the elemental or
configural strategy can be supported by structures outside the
hippocampus (19). This interpretation was demonstrated again
in this study by the lack of impairment displayed in the CA1-NR1
KO mice in the concurrent discrimination task. This task, in
contrast to the transverse patterning task, demands only memory
of a simple inflexible association. The normal performance on
the concurrent discrimination task by the CA1-NR1 KO mice
confirmed that they are intact in olfactory perception and in the
adoption of specific responses to individual odors or odor
compounds.
The transverse patterning task previously has been used in the
analysis of learning by animals with hippocampal damage, with
mixed results. In some studies rats with hippocampal damage
were severely impaired (20) whereas in others the impairment
was more subtle (12), and in yet another study the lesion resulted
in facilitation of learning (20). An in-depth examination of these
findings suggests that whether or not an impairment is observed
depends on the cognitive strategies used to solve the problem.
Alvarado and Rudy (20) trained rats in three phases of increasing
complexity (phase 1, A⫹ versus B⫺; phase 2, A⫹ versus B⫺ and
B⫹ versus C⫺; and phase 3, A⫹ versus B⫺, B⫹ versus C⫺, and
C⫹ versus A⫺) and found that rats with hippocampal formation
damage performed well on the first two phases of the task, but
not on the third. Dusek and Eichenbaum (12) trained rats in a
succession of stages in which they initially were presented with
blocks of trials on each pair in an odor, and finally were
presented with all of the pairs concurrently in a random order.
Dusek and Eichenbaum found that rats with hippocampal
damage succeeded in the initial training stages but failed in
performing the concurrent random presentations. Bussey et al.
(21) trained animals in a protocol similar to that of Alvarado and
Rudy (20), but presented the stimuli on a touch screen, and
found that both normal rats and rats with hippocampal damage
gradually acquired the task. One interpretation of these findings
is that animals with hippocampal damage can partially succeed
or even outperform normal animals whenever they adopt specific response to individual stimuli or stimulus compounds. Thus,
in the Alvarado and Rudy study (20) animals with hippocampal
damage may have solved the first two pairs by using this strategy,
but this was insufficient to resolve the ambiguities that arose
when the third pair was introduced. In the Dusek and Eichenbaum study (12), animals with hippocampal damage might have
used other nonrelational strategies that were effective for the
pairs presented in an orderly sequence (i.e., always chose the
odor that was not previously rewarded, for example), but these
strategies did not support performance when the order of pairs
was random. In the Bussey et al. study (21), the presentation of

two-dimensional stimuli on a screen may have encouraged the
acquisition of stimulus compounds, and that strategy may have
been especially well used by animals with hippocampal damage.
Our findings on the transverse patterning task are consistent
with these previous studies that indicated that this task can be
solved by multiple strategies. Similar to Alvarado and Rudy’s
findings on rats with hippocampal damage (20), our findings
show that CA1-NR1 mice could adopt specific responses to two
of the stimulus elements early in training. Later improvement by
some CA1-NR1 mice may have been mediated by adopting
specific responses to each stimulus configuration, a strategy
consistent with other observations of spared transverse patterning in rats with hippocampal damage trained under circumstances that encouraged configural strategy (21) (see discussion
in refs. 1 and 12).
Several studies have been aimed at characterizing the fundamental nature of memory dependent on the hippocampus (10,
22, 23). These studies indicated that learning is impaired by
hippocampal damage in those situations where normal animals
would acquire a memory of relationships among multiple stimuli
and where they express this memory flexibly by responding
differently to particular stimuli, depending on their relationship
to others. By contrast, animals with hippocampal damage perform as well as intact animals in the acquisition of consistent
responses or biases toward individual stimuli or stimulus configurations. For example, in the Morris water maze task, CA1NR1 mice were severely impaired in acquiring the memory of
relationship among multiple distal cues and in navigating flexibly
to find the hidden platform. By contrast, they performed normally in learning to approach a specific landmark in the environment (15). Other recent studies with the same mutant mice
(16, 17) indicated that CA1 NMDA receptors play a crucial role
in the acquisition of memory on a broad range of nonspatial
tasks. However, these studies on nonspatial memory did not use
tasks that demand memory of relationships among multiple
stimuli and its flexible expression. Our present study examined
whether the requirement of NMDA receptor-mediated function
in area CA1 of hippocampus extend to ‘‘relational memory’’ of
nonspatial type. Our results, when combined with those previously reported on spatial tasks (15), suggest that NMDA receptors in CA1 plays a crucial role in the general capacity for
relational memory.
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